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ZEN BOX IZAKAYA: BE LOUD. 

If Ireland coined the 

word “pub,” its equivalent in Japan is the izakaya. At least that’s the description given by John Ng and Lina Goh, the 

active co-owners (and husband and wife) of Zen Box Izakaya in Minneapolis. The izakaya in Japan is “a hangout, a 

place after work in which to be loud, be fun—that’s how it is at an Izakaya,” said Ng. 

Goh agreed. “The spirit of the Izakaya is to have happy hour all the time.” 

Well OK, then. 

It’s more than party central, however, and will never be mistaken for a frat-boy hangout. Foodies are most pleased 

with Zen Box Izakaya since it opened last September, offering a rich extension to the original, award-winning Zen Box 

housed in the Minneapolis skyway labyrinth, in the Six Quebec building (the couple opened that lunch spot in in 

2004). 

Despite the raves, like any good operators, Ng and Goh have tweaked Zen Box Izakaya since the opening, listening 

to suggestions and observing guests eating habits. With the launch of a new menu this month, in addition to some 

new items, they’ve redesigned portion sizes to encourage more sharing and tasting form the menu. That’s what 

guests wanted. And it’s a good move, given what some of us media types sampled last week. 

First round: Johnny’s Blues Maine mussels in in a white miso broth ad garnished with some edibles including shiso 

leaf, which lent a bright minty/anise-y taste. 
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Second was “daigaku imo,” a candied sweet potato dish with a chili pepper puree. The heat cut nicely into what could 

have been an overwhelmingly rich and sweet dish. 

 

Third brought to the table was Chicken Nanban, Japanese sweet and sour chicken. The dish, according to Head Chef 

Junji Umezu, reflects the impact of western culture—it’s the Japanese take on fried chicken. Again, light is the word, 

the crisp breading covering juicy morsels. 

Most savory of the test run goes to the beef stew, or “niku-jaga.” Yes, that is correct, a beef stew. “This brings back 

fond memories of living in Japan,” Umezu said. Midwesterners will have no issues plowing through a bowl, mixed with 

stewed potatoes, onions, a sweet soy ginger garlic broth and garlic chips. 

 

And, finishing with a bang, the servers placed steaming bowls of ramen before the group, the noodles hidden under a 

canopy of pork slabs, halved soft boiled eggs, and colorful chive, pickled ginger and seaweed garnish, everything 

soaking in a savory, almost white translucent pork broth. Goh tossed the ingredients together and served the gang. 

For a dish that conjures dubious memories for anyone who lived in a college dorm and cooked in an electric hotpot, 

it’s great to see its revival in recent years as the Asian influence grows in the Twin Cities. 

The regions of Japan all have their own ramen, Goh explained as she served, down to the width of the noodle and 

the consistency of the broth. “It’s a hard broth to make,” she said, adding that it’s a time consuming process “to break 

down the collagen in the pork bones.” 
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All the food is prepared with that same level of detail: “from scratch” has become an overused term and the meaning 

has become muddied, but at Zen Box, it means exactly that. 

They also pushed beer on us (poor, poor us), which I thought was great—beyond the simple pleasure of sampling 

beer. I’ve always found it difficult to pair wine with Asian dishes, given the cuisine’s delicate flavors and/or high heat. 

And Japan has some very interesting beer. They served us some Asahi varieties, and I particularly liked the Red 

Amber, refreshing with enough body to stand up to some European counterparts, yet with all the subtleties to match 

the cuisine and identify it as an Asian beer. 

 

Notice that not once did sushi come up in this pseudo review. You won’t find any at Zen Box Izakaya. “There’s more 

to Japanese food than sushi,” Goh said. The food served at the restaurant (and the skyway location) is the comfort 

food of Japan. “It’s all the food John makes at home for me.” 

What we sampled last week likely won’t be on my desire list in August. But Zen Box’s owners have that covered; the 

menu is broad and will shift with the seasons. But, as smart operators always do, they keep the favorites. There’s no 

starters or main courses. Bring the gang, order and share. And be a bit loud if you want. 
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Above, Zen Box 

Izakaya Head Chef Junji Umezu, left, and owner Lina Goh. 
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